How long should we continue clomiphene citrate in anovulatory women?
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STUDY QUESTION: What is the effectiveness of continued treatment with clomiphene citrate (CC) in women with World Health Organization (WHO) type II anovulation who have had at least six ovulatory cycles with CC but did not conceive?

SUMMARY ANSWER: When women continued CC after six treatment cycles, the cumulative incidence rate of the ongoing pregnancy rate was 54% (95% CI 37–78%) for cycles 7–12.

WHAT IS KNOWN ALREADY: If women with WHO type II anovulation fail to conceive with CC within six ovulatory cycles, guidelines advise switching to gonadotrophins, which have a high risk of multiple gestation and are expensive. It is however not clear what success rate could be achieved by continued treatment with CC.

STUDY DESIGN, SIZE, DURATION: We performed a retrospective cohort study of women with WHO II anovulation who visited the fertility clinics of five hospitals in the Netherlands between 1994 and 2010. We included women treated with CC who had had at least six ovulatory cycles without successful conception (n = 114) after which CC was continued using dosages varying from 50 to 150 mg per day for 5 days.

PARTICIPANTS/MATERIALS, SETTING, METHODS: Follow-up was a total of 12 treatment cycles. Primary outcome was the cumulative incidence rate of an ongoing pregnancy at the end of treatment.

MAIN RESULTS AND THE ROLE OF CHANCE: We recruited 114 women that had ovulated on CC for at least six cycles but had not conceived. Of these 114 women, 35 (31%) had an ongoing pregnancy resulting in a cumulative incidence rate of an ongoing pregnancy of 54% after 7–12 treatment cycles with CC.

LIMITATIONS, REASONS FOR CAUTION: Limitations of our study are its retrospective approach.

WIDER IMPLICATIONS OF THE FINDINGS: Randomized trials comparing continued treatment with CC with the relatively established second line treatment with gonadotrophins are justified. In the meantime, we suggest to only begin this less convenient and more expensive treatment for women who do not conceive after 12 ovulatory cycles with CC.

STUDY FUNDING/COMPETING INTEREST(S): None.

TRIAL REGISTRATION NUMBER: Not applicable.
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Introduction

Anovulation is a common cause of subfertility and is diagnosed in \( \sim 20\% \) of all subfertile couples (Hull et al., 1985). Eighty-five percent of these women have serum concentrations of follicle-stimulating hormone (FSH) and luteinizing hormone (LH) within the normal range. This type of anovulation is classified as World Health Organization (WHO) type II. It results in irregularities in the pattern of menstrual bleeding or in amenorrhea (Brown et al., 2009; The ESHRE Capri Workshop Group, 2012). In the majority of cases the anovulation is based on the polycystic ovary syndrome (PCOS). PCOS is characterized by oligo-anovulation, clinical or biochemical hyperandrogenism and polycystic ovaries (The Rotterdam ESHRE/ASRM PCOS Consensus Workshop Group, 2004).

If women with PCOS or anovulation type II wish to conceive, guidelines state that clomiphene citrate (CC) is first line treatment. CC was first described in 1961. Before this time, women with anovulation due to polycystic ovaries could only be treated by a wedge resection of the ovaries. CC is a non-steroidal compound that resembles estrogen and blocks hypothalamic estrogen receptors, signaling a lack of circulating estrogen to the hypothalamus. This process changes the pattern of pulsatile release of GnRH which results in inducing a discharge of FSH from the pituitary gland and thereby folliculogenesis. Treatment results in a 70–85% ovulation rate, and a 40–70% conception rate after six cycles (Homburg 2005; Balen 2013). The Thessaloniki ESHRE/ASRMPCOS Consensus Workshop Group advices to limit treatment with CC to six (ovulatory) cycles, but to consider a maximum of 12 cycles on an individual basis. The NICE Fertility guideline of 2013 suggests to continue CC up to a maximum of six cycles. Both guidelines state that the next step in treating these women is ovulation induction with gonadotrophins (FSH) (The Thessaloniki ESHRE/ASRM PCOS Workshop Group, 2008; NICE Fertility Clinical Guideline 156). Cumulative live birth rates of 50% after second line ovulation induction with gonadotrophins have been reported. Ovulation induction with gonadotrophins involves subcutaneous injections, requires close sonographic monitoring, is expensive and has a high risk of multiple pregnancy (14%) (Eijkemans et al., 2003). In view of this; it might be preferable to continue CC for more than six cycles, but whether this continued treatment with CC for more than six ovulatory cycles is effective, is unknown.

The aim of this study was to investigate the effectiveness of continued treatment with CC for up to 12 ovulatory cycles in women with WHO type II anovulation.

Materials and Methods

Subjects

We performed a retrospective cohort study of a series of consecutive women attending the fertility clinics of five hospitals in the Netherlands between 1994 and 2010 using the patient databases of each individual hospital. We included women aged between 18 and 41 years who were diagnosed with WHO type II anovulation. Serum prolactin and thyroid-stimulating hormone levels were within normal range. All women had been ovulatory for at least six cycles on CC treatment, with a maximum of 150 mg daily for 5 days, but did not conceive. In the five participating hospitals it was standard policy to proceed with CC treatment up to 12 cycles in women that ovulated on CC. Ovulation was proved by ultrasound, basic body temperature, midluteal progesterone level or LH test. Tubal patency had been demonstrated based on hysterosalpingography, diagnostic laparoscopy with tubal testing or hydrolaparoscopy. Women were excluded if they were treated with a combination of CC and metformin or CC and intrauterine inseminations (IUI). Endometriosis proved by laparoscopy was also an exclusion criterion.

We studied charts from all women to confirm the number of ovulatory treatment cycles and to obtain data about the outcome of treatment. Follow-up was a total of 12 treatment cycles.

Primary outcome was the cumulative incidence rate of an ongoing pregnancy after 12 cycles. An ongoing pregnancy was defined as a fetal heartbeat seen on ultrasound by 12 weeks of gestation. Secondary outcomes were number of treatment cycles, miscarriages and multiple pregnancies.

Data analysis

A cumulative hazard function was used to estimate the cumulative hazard or incidence rate of an ongoing pregnancy over time where time was expressed as number of cycles. The cumulative incidence rate estimates the probability of having an ongoing pregnancy for women undergoing ovulation induction with CC. Conceptions that ended in miscarriage before 12 weeks of gestation were ignored in this analysis, and in these cases follow-up continued until an ongoing pregnancy occurred. Women who did not become pregnant were censored at the time of last treatment. Second, the cumulative incidence rate of all pregnancies was calculated, i.e. including the conceptions ending in a miscarriage before 12 weeks of gestation.

Statistical analyses were performed with SPSS for Windows (version 20).

Table I Baseline characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>114 women recruited</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age years (mean ± SD)</td>
<td>30.4 ± 4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI kg/m² (mean ± SD)</td>
<td>25.0 ± 5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary subfertile n (%)</td>
<td>76 (67)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration of subfertility years (mean ± SD)</td>
<td>1.4 ± 0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LH IU/l (mean ± SD)</td>
<td>8.8 ± 5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSH IU/l (mean ± SD)</td>
<td>5.8 ± 1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total motile sperm count × 10⁹ (median, min–max)</td>
<td>63 (3–557)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results

We analyzed 114 women that had ovulated on CC for at least six cycles but had not conceived. The baseline characteristics of these women are detailed in Table I. From these 114 women, 35 had an ongoing pregnancy (31%) within cycles 7–12. The number of women and ongoing pregnancies per cycle is displayed in Table II. Of the 35 ongoing pregnancies, 32 were singleton pregnancies and 3 (9%) were twin pregnancies. Eight women conceived but had at least one miscarriage before 12 weeks of gestation. One of these eight women had an ongoing pregnancy with CC at a subsequent time. The average ongoing pregnancy rate per cycle was 8.3%. Twenty-nine women (25%) completed 12 treatment cycles and 3 of these 29 women conceived. Fifty-five women (48%) dropped out before reaching 12 cycles, mainly because of a treatment switch to ovulation induction with gonadotrophins despite regular ovulation with CC. Seven of the dropped out women (13%) changed treatment to CC combined with IUI and four (7%) to IVF or ICSI. Finally, six women (11%) stopped treatment because of personal
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tions after three cycles (López et al., 2004). A prospective cohort study found a cumulative singleton live birth rate of 78% within 2 years after treatment with CC for a maximum of six to nine cycles followed by ovulation induction with gonadotrophins of 108 therapy naive women with PCOS (Veltman-Verhulst et al., 2012).

There are no randomized studies that have focused on women who do ovulate on CC but do not conceive within six cycles. Only two small cohort studies performed a follow-up of women with PCOS that were treated with CC for 10 and 12 cycles (Hammond et al., 1983; Kousta et al., 1997). In these limited studies, cumulative pregnancy rates were, respectively, 80 and 67% in women who ovulated on CC.

Our study shows that continued treatment up to 12 ovulatory cycles with CC in women with WHO type II anovulation results in a cumulative incidence rate of 54% ongoing pregnancies in women not pregnant after six cycles. Some women however dropped out before reaching 12 treatment cycles. Reasons for dropping out were mostly based on reasons not related to pregnancy chances. Main reasons were the wish of patients to change treatment or personal issues like divorces or moving elsewhere. Therefore, we assumed the women who dropped out had the same chances of conception with CC as the women remaining in the cohort. Cumulative incidence rate of an ongoing pregnancy represents the ongoing pregnancy chance of only those women who remained in the study. Though possibly overestimating real practice we find this estimate very informative. If a woman is prepared to undergo another six cycles of CC, the estimate is likely to represent her chances to reach an ongoing pregnancy. We acknowledge the number of women that dropped out and the retrospective design as limitations of our study. A further limi-

tation of this study was its non-comparative nature. We do not know how CC in this group of women compares to ovulation induction with gonadotrophins.

Considering our results and the lack of large (randomized) trials with a focus on women who ovulate with CC but fail to conceive within a certain period of time, guidelines that state that there is no place for CC after six ovulatory cycles may reconsider this advice. Possible carcinogenic effects of extended use of CC are still debated but have never been proved (Gad-ducci et al., 2013). A large cohort study of 3837 infertile women identified 11 women with a borderline or invasive malignant ovarian tumor, nine of which had used CC. Five of these women had taken CC for 12 cycles or more (Rassing et al., 1994). The authors of a histopathological study reviewing 35 cases of oophorectomies and cystectomies in women treated with IVF suggested a possible relationship between ovarian hyper-stimulation and developing ovarian dysplasia. Two of the 35 women were treated with CC for more than six cycles (Chene et al., 2009). Whether this ovarian dysplasia is clinically relevant is unclear since it has been shown that these lesions have a different genetic profile from oocytes from women with a genetic risk for ovarian cancer. Therefore it might be that this dysplasia will not develop into cancer (Dauplat et al., 2009).

The ESHRE/ASRM PCOS Consensus Workshop Group proposes to combine CC or FSH with IUI when PCOS is associated with male subfer-

tility or when women fail to conceive despite successful induction of ovulation (The Thessaloniki ESHRE/ASRM PCOS Workshop Group, 2008). Evidence for the value of combined treatment of ovulation induction and IUI in women with anovulation is, however, not available. So far, there has been one RCT conducted in women with anovulation comparing the effectiveness of IUI versus timed intercourse during ovulation induction (Abu Hashim et al., 2011). This trial randomized 188 women with PCOS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cycle number</th>
<th>Women</th>
<th>Ongoing pregnancies per cycle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>8 (7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>3 (3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>12 (15%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>3 (5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>6 (13%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>3 (10%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table II Ongoing pregnancies per cycle.

Figure 1 Cumulative probability of an ongoing pregnancy.

Discussion

Guidelines and reviews (Wolf, 2000; The Thessaloniki ESHRE/ASRM PCOS Workshop Group, 2008; Brown et al., 2009; Balen, 2013; NICE Fertility Clinical Guideline 156) agree on the effectiveness of CC in therapy naïve women with anovulation WHO type II and PCOS. All state that CC should be first in line after lifestyle changes in case of obesity. A recent multicenter randomized controlled trial that compared three cycles of ovulation induction with CC with three cycles of low-dose recombinant FSH in 255 therapy naïve women with PCOS found that cumulative live birth rates are higher with FSH than with CC (47 versus 37%, P = 0.031) (Homburg et al., 2011). However, the authors state that this result should be balanced against convenience and costs which are in favor of CC. Another similar but smaller RCT (76 women randomized to either CC or FSH) showed no significant difference for both treatments after three cycles (López et al., 2004). A prospective cohort study found a cumulative singleton live birth rate of 78% within 2 years after treatment with CC for a maximum of six to nine cycles followed by ovulation induction with gonadotrophins of 108 therapy naive women with PCOS (Veltman-Verhulst et al., 2012).

reasons, two (4%) because of anovulation, one experienced severe side effects and for one woman the reason for dropout was unknown. We chose to include all these women in our analyses to follow the intention to treat principle.

The treatment cycles were evaluated in a hazard curve (Fig. 1). The cumulative incidence rate of an ongoing pregnancy was 54% (95% CI 37 – 78%) after 7 – 12 treatment cycles with CC. Pregnancy rates contin-

ued to rise until 12 cycles. The cumulative incidence rate of any preg-

nancy (including the early miscarriages) was 69% (95% CI 49 – 96%).

Cumulative incidence rate of an ongoing pregnancy represents the

cumulative probability of an ongoing pregnancy.
for either CC and IUI or CC and timed intercourse. Clinical pregnancy rates in both groups were comparable (23.6 versus 22.1%, \( P = 0.33 \)). A retrospective cohort study of women with PCOS receiving ovulation induction (with CC, gonadotrophins or letrozole) with IUI (\( n = 86 \)) or with timed intercourse (\( n = 70 \)) also showed no significant difference in clinical pregnancy rates; 16.6 and 17.5%, respectively (Wiser et al., 2012). Therefore, more research is needed on what treatment regimen is most successful in women with anovulation WHO type II.

There have been speculations that CC, due to its anti-estrogenic effect, might negatively influence the thickness of the endometrium (Gonen and Casper, 1990; Dickey et al., 1993; Haritha and Rajagopalan, 2003; Casper 2011). In view of this possible effect of CC, various agents such as tamoxifen and aromatase inhibitors have been examined within trials but clear cut evidence to replace CC as first line therapy by these drugs has not been generated (Steiner et al., 2005; Brown et al., 2009; Badawy and Gibreal, 2011; Franik et al., 2014).

Given the equipoise between continuing ovulation induction with CC after six failed cycles or starting gonadotrophins as second line treatment with or without IUI, a multicenter randomized controlled trial is now conducted, in which women are included after six ovulatory cycles with CC and randomized for continued treatment with CC, either with and without IUI or for six cycles with gonadotrophins with or without IUI (Nahuis et al., 2013).

### Conclusion

For women with WHO type II anovulation who are ovulatory with CC, pregnancy rates continue to rise until at least 12 treatment cycles with CC. This outcome, although unexpected, may be explained if we bear in mind that healthy ovulatory women also have high chances of conceiving within 12 cycles (te Velde, 2000). Whether treatment regimens like gonadotrophins and IUI give better outcomes should be investigated in a randomized setting. In the meantime, we suggest to only install the less convenient and more expensive treatment with gonadotrophins for women who do not conceive after 12 ovulatory cycles with CC.
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